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n on a fullerene-based
macrocycle†

Yoshifumi Hashikawa and Yasujiro Murata *

Heterocyclic orifices in cage-opened fullerene derivatives are regarded as potential ligands toward metals or

ions, being reminiscent of truncated fullerenes as a hypothetical class of macrocycles with spherical p-

conjugation. Among a number of cage-opened examples reported thus far, the coordination ability and

dynamic behavior in solution still remained unclear due to difficulties in structural determination with

multiple coordination sites on the macrocycles. Herein, we present the detailed solution dynamics of

a cage-opened C60 derivative bearing a diketo bis(hemiketal) moiety in the presence of alkali metal ions. The

NMR spectroscopy disclosed the coordination behavior which is identified as a two-step process with a 1 : 2

stoichiometry. Upon coordination to the Li+ ion, the macrocycle largely varies its properties, i.e., increased

absorption coefficients in the visible region due to weakly-allowed charge transfer transitions as well as the

inner potential field from neutral to positive by the charge delocalization along with the spherical p-surface.

The Li+-complexes formed in situ underwent unprecedented selective dehydroxyhydrogenation under high-

pressure conditions. These findings would facilitate further studies on fullerene-based macrocycles as metal

sensors, bulky ligands in organic reactions, and ion carriers in batteries and biosystems.
Introduction

Since the successful synthesis of cyclic polyethers by Pedersen
in 1967,1 a number of macrocyclic ligands have been produced
in pursuit of their potential utilities in organic syntheses, metal
sensors, ion carriers, and so forth.2 Among macrocycles devel-
oped thus far, fully-conjugated planar systems are of particular
importance to introduce additional features. Porphyrins and
phthalocyanines are representative examples in which a variety
of metal ions can be incorporated at the central rings, showing
characteristic aromaticity and SMM (single-molecule magnet)
properties.3 As curved ligands with spherical p-conjugation,
truncated heterofullerenes were proposed by Karfunkel and
coworkers in 1992.4 This hypothetical class of macrocycles can
be described as pseudo-fullerenes in which two carbon atoms
are at least removed from the C60 cage and heteroatoms are
further replaced with the carbon atoms remaining on the thus-
formed orices. Currently, synthesis of truncated hetero-
fullerenes still remains a formidable challenge while they
potentially lead to the construction of spherical metal–organic
frameworks as well as an isolation of a single metal atom or ion
by passing through the macrocyclic orice.5

In lieu of truncated heterofullerenes, open-cage C60 deriva-
tives6 can be alternatively utilized for this purpose since they in
rsity, Uji, Kyoto 611-0011, Japan. E-mail:
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general possess Lewis basic functional groups (Fig. 1). Never-
theless, the studies on fullerene-based macrocycles are quite
limited7 because of the difficulty in structural characterization
with multiple coordination sites on their rims of orices, being
in stark contrast to pristine C60 and its exohedral derivatives.8,9

In 2016, the rst cage-opened C60 ligand toward Cu(II) was re-
ported by Gan and co-workers.10 In 2018, they synthesized
another types of ligand systems which coordinate with Ni(II),11
Fig. 1 Chemical structures of fullerene-based macrocyclic ligands.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
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Co(II),11 and Ti(II).12 Around the same time, we also reported the
Zn(II)13 and Ce(III)14 coordination on fullerene-based macro-
cycles, which resulted in selective deprotection and reduction,
respectively. With these unique macrocycles exemplied above,
however, the structures in solution accompanied by the
association/dissociation dynamics have not yet been elucidated
so far even though this is crucially informative for surveying
properties of long-sought truncated heterofullerenes as well as
for chemically synthesizing endohedral metallofullerenes. In
this paper, we discuss the orice exibility on a cage-opened C60

derivative having a diketo bis(hemiketal) moiety (Fig. 1), which
enables coordination to alkali metal ions including Li+, Na+, K+,
Rb+, and Cs+. By employing 7Li NMR titration, the coordination
mode was examined in a solution, showing a 1 : 2 complexation
with a Li+ ion. We also report the effect of the Li+-coordination
on the rotational dynamics of the encapsulated H2O molecule
as well as the unprecedented Li+[B(C6F5)4]

�-mediated selective
dehydroxyhydrogenation under high-pressure conditions.

Results and discussion
A cage-opened C60 ligand

We have previously reported the synthesis of 1 (Fig. 2a) as
a precursor for the quantitative encapsulation of a water
molecule inside its cage under high-pressure conditions.15 This
compound has several coordination sites on its orice, which
are considered to work as ligands toward metals or ions.
Different from common macrocyclic ligands in which unshared
electron pairs involved in coordination are projected to the
inner cavity, open-cage C60 derivatives possess functional
groups protruded unidirectionally, reecting the orice
topology. In the case of diketo bis(hemiketal) 1, the electro-
statically negative potential eld therefore emerges on its orice
as colored with red in Fig. 2b. Since the binding in complexes
with alkali metal ions is in principle predominantly electro-
static,16 we examined the alkali-metal-ion affinity for 1 by NMR
and absorption spectroscopies together with mass
spectrometry.

Li+-coordination studied by NMR and absorption
spectroscopies

Among alkali metals, lithium has an NMR active isotope with
a natural abundance of 92.58% as 7Li (I ¼ 3/2),17 which is
Fig. 2 (a) Structure of a cage-opened C60 ligand 1 and (b) its elec-
trostatic potential map around the orifice (MP2/6-31G(d,p)//M06-2X/
6-31G(d,p)).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
suitable for unveiling the solution dynamics of its complex with
1. As a Li+-source, we selected lithium tetrakis(penta-
uorophenyl)borate ethyl etherate (Li+[B(C6F5)4]

�$2.5Et2O)
showing a high solubility in common organic solvents. The
NMR titration was conducted by adding a portion of 1 to
a solution containing the lithium salt in o-dichlorobenzene-d4
(ODCB-d4). Fig. 3a represents the spectral change at the
aromatic region in 1H NMR. Upon increasing the ratio of Li+,
the signals assignable to the pyridyl protons (shown as red and
blue circles) became simple pairs of triplet and doublet ones,
respectively, from a complicated signal pattern. This change
was accompanied by the signal sharpening of 7Li with higher-
eld shi, getting closer to the free Li+ in ODCB-d4 (Fig. 3b).
These phenomena are suggestive of coordination/dissociation
dynamics of the Li+ ion with 1. To clarify where the Li+ ion
locates, 13C NMR spectra were recorded using solutions of 1
with and without 20 equiv. of Li+ (Fig. 3c). Despite negligible
change in aliphatic and aromatic regions, the lower eld shis
Fig. 3 Titration of Li+[B(C6F5)3]
�$2.5Et2O by addition of 1 monitored

by (a) 1H NMR (500 MHz, ODCB-d4, 300 K) and (b) 7Li NMR (194 MHz,
ODCB-d4, 300 K, LiCl/D2O in a glass capillary as an external standard).
(c) 13C NMR spectra of 1 without and with 20 equiv. of Li+[B(C6F5)3]-
�$2.5Et2O (126 MHz, ODCB-d4). (d) Curve fitting data of the 7Li NMR
chemical shifts. The inset shows the Job's plot. (e) Change in
absorption spectra of 1 (1 mM in ODCB) by the addition of
Li+[B(C6F5)3]

�$2.5Et2O.

Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 12428–12435 | 12429



Fig. 4 Mass spectra of (a) M+31 and (b) M+3(1)2 measured using
a benzonitrile solution on ESI method.

Fig. 5 Three possible coordination modes of 1 toward Li+ (M06-2X/6-
31G(d,p)). The values in parentheses represent the differences in Gibbs
energies at 298 K.
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(Dd ca. +2 ppm) of the two carbonyl carbon signals were
observed together with signicant broadening of the two hem-
iketal carbon signals, presumably due to depleted electron
densities caused by Li+-coordination and quadrupole effect of
7Li, respectively. The Job's plot based on the 7Li chemical shis
showed a maximum value at a mole fraction of 0.35, conclu-
sively indicating the formation of a complex with a 1 : 2 stoi-
chiometry, i.e., Li+31 and Li+3(1)2 (Fig. 3d). Since only a slight
change in 1H NMR spectra was observed at the Li+-content
exceeding 1 equivalent (Fig. 3a), 1 : 2 complexation is consid-
ered to be less favored than 1 : 1 complexation (K1 > K2). By
employing a 1 : 2 complexation model,18 we obtained associa-
tion constants of K1 ¼ 8.9 � 106 M�1 and K2 ¼ 2.1 � 103 M�1,
appearing negative cooperativity of a ¼ K1/4K2 ¼ 10�3 < 1, while
complexes Li+31 and Li+3(1)2 were found to be considerably
stable relative to Li+ + 1 by DG �9.5 and �4.6 kcal mol�1,
respectively. This biding event caused signicant change even
in absorption spectra (Fig. 3e). Upon addition of Li+ into the
ODCB solution of 1, absorption coefficients in the visible region
at 400–800 nm were obviously increased, concomitantly varying
the solution color from reddish brown to dark black.

Alkali-metal-ion recognition

According to Pearson's HSAB (hard and so acids and bases)
principle,19 diketo bis(hemiketal) 1 possesses hard (OH groups)
and so (C]O groups) Lewis bases on its macrocyclic orice.
Hence, 1 is considered to have affinity toward a variety of metal
ions from hard (Li+) to so (Cs+) Lewis acids. Using a benzoni-
trile solution of 1 mixed with 1 equiv. of M+BPh4

� (M ¼ Li, Na,
K, Rb, and Cs), mass spectra were measured by applying the ESI
(electrospray ionization) method. As conrmed by the NMR
studies, a molecular ion peak of Li+31 was clearly observed at
m/z 1127.2192 which is matched well with the calculated value
(m/z 1127.2154) (Fig. 4a). Likewise, other alkali metal ions were
also found to coordinate with 1. Notably, dimeric host–guest
complexes M+3(1)2 were suggested to be formed for all alkali
metal ions despite lower magnitude of the peak intensities by
a tenth compared with M+31 (Fig. 4b). In general, common
macrocyclic ligands such as crown ethers and cryptands show
the size-selectivity.20 These results, however, indicate anoma-
lous feature for 1 to capture alkali metal ions regardless of their
ionic sizes even under mass spectrometric conditions at 200 �C,
likely arising from a self-tunable coordination mode with a high
degree of exibility on the orice. Conversely, the fact that the
addition of alkali metal ions resulted in facile detection with
high resolution also means that it would be helpful to charac-
terize unstable and/or large molecular cage-opened C60 deriva-
tives as we have previously observed.21

Theoretical models of coordination

To get insights into coordination modes of Li+31, theoretical
calculations were performed at the M06-2X/6-31G(d,p) level of
theory. Among three possible congurations, C was suggested
to have the priority over A and B in terms of thermodynamic
stability (Fig. 5, S8 and S15†). In the global minimum structure
of C, the Li+ ion locates on the center of the diketo
12430 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 12428–12435
bis(hemiketal) moiety which forms ve dative bonds with
distances of 1.89–2.34 Å, seemingly being the same as those in
typical Li+-complexes (1.9–2.4 Å).16 This coordination mode is in
excellent accordance with the structure determined experi-
mentally as described above. The similar congurations were
suggested for M+31 by the calculations at the M06-2X level of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 6 Plots of oscillator strengths for (a) 1 and (b) (Li+31)[B(C6F5)4]
–
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theory with the basis sets of LanL2DZ for alkali metals and 6-
31G(d,p) for the rest. As listed in Table 1, all alkali metal ions
would form thermodynamically stable complexes M+31 in
which the stabilization energies decrease with increasing
atomic number whereas the distances between oxygen atoms
(a–d) on 1 get longer in a concentric fashion, further supporting
a great exibility of the fullerene-based macrocyclic ligand.
Considering the changes in Gibbs energies, 1 could be regarded
as a hard Lewis basic ligand rather than so one.

To get more details on the observed absorption behavior of 1
in the presence of Li+, TD DFT calculations were conducted at
the CAM-B3LYP/6-31G(d)//B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory. The
Li+-coordination on 1 causes lowering of the LUMO level from
�3.13 to�3.74 eV as well as a considerable drop of energy levels
of the HOMO (�5.80 eV) and HOMO�1 (�5.83 eV) for 1 into
those of the HOMO�3 (�6.40 eV) and HOMO�4 (�6.43 eV) for
(Li+31)[B(C6F5)4]

� in which the HOMO and HOMO�1 are now
localized on a part of the counter anion (Fig. S14†). The oscil-
lator strengths at optical transitions over 400 nmwere plotted in
Fig. 6a and b. Whereas the two plots of 1 and (Li+31)[B(C6F5)4]

�

showed close resemblance with each other, the number of
weakly-allowed transitions are denitely increased (34 to 49),
rationally explaining the intense solution color of 1 by the
addition of Li+. Upon seeing the two of newly-appeared transi-
tions at the longest wavelengths of l¼ 531 and 519 nm (marked
with a circle in Fig. 6b), these absorption bands in the visible
region are attributed to intra- and intermolecular charge
transfer (CT) transitions corresponding to the HOMO�2 /

LUMO+3 (contribution: 27%) and HOMO�5/ LUMO+2 (15%)
with a oscillator strength of f ¼ 0.0066 (l ¼ 531) as well as the
HOMO�3/ LUMO+3 (30%) and HOMO�2/ LUMO+3 (18%)
with f ¼ 0.0065 (l ¼ 519) (Fig. 6c). To verify the role of the
counter anion, we also calculated the transition energies for
Li+31, showing the increased number of weakly-allowed tran-
sitions, relative to 1 (34 to 42), with an intramolecular CT
character such as the HOMO�1 / LUMO+2 transition (27%)
with f ¼ 0.013 at l ¼ 555 nm (Fig. S13†). The observed intense
Table 1 Complexation of 1 with alkali metal ionsa

M+
DG
(kcal mol�1) a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) d (Å)

Li+ �53.2 3.14 3.70 3.13 3.17
K+ �30.0 3.26 3.77 3.16 3.40
Na+ �17.3 3.34 3.81 3.18 3.56
Rb+ �9.2 3.37 3.83 3.18 3.65
Cs+ �4.1 3.36 3.84 3.17 3.69

a Calculated at the M06-2X level of theory with basis sets of LanL2DZ for
alkali metal ions and 6-31G(d,p) for the rest.

with (c) pictorial representation of the HOMOs and LUMOs, abbreviated
as H and L, respectively. The transition energies were calibrated with
a factor of 0.7222 (TD-CAM-B3LYP/6-31G(d)//B3LYP/6-31G(d)).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
absorption in 1 upon addition of Li+ is therefore triggered by the
Li+-coordination which promotes intra- and intermolecular CT
transitions with larger oscillator strengths compared with
pristine 1.
Effect of Li+-coordination on rotational dynamics of
entrapped H2O molecules

To probe the physical picture inside 1, the incarcerated H2O
molecule could be utilized as a magnetic measure in NMR
which tells the rotational dynamics inside the spherical elec-
trostatic potential eld.23 According to the reported method,
H2O@1 was prepared.15 Curiously enough, the high-eld region
in the NMR spectrum of H2O@1 with Li+[B(C6F5)3]

�$2.5Et2O
exhibited three singlet signals at d �9.98, �10.13, and
�10.23 ppm, indicative of the H2O molecules existing in
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 12428–12435 | 12431
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different chemical environment (Fig. 7a). The two signals at
d �9.98 and �10.13 ppm were observed only in the presence of
the lithium salt whereas their signal intensities diminished
substantially at the elevated temperature. The PFG (pulsed eld-
gradient) NMR spectroscopy24 revealed the different diffusion
coefficients D and effective hydrodynamic radii rH for these
three chemical species assignable to H2O@1 (d �10.23 ppm),
Li+3(H2O@1) (d �10.13 ppm), and Li+3(H2O@1)2 (d �9.98
ppm) whilst the molecular size of the last one was under-
estimated presumably due to the deviation from the hypothet-
ical Brownian motion, caused by its dimeric structure largely
different from a shape of a particle.

Importantly, full widths at half maximum of the 1H signals
were found to be increased by the Li+-coordination, implying
the change in relaxation mechanism or dynamic behavior
(Fig. 7a). Thus, the longitudinal and transverse relaxation times
(T1 and T2) were measured in degassed ODCB-d4 within
a temperature range of 290–330 K under a eld strength of 800
MHz. As depicted in Fig. 7b, the T1 values were increased by
lowering the temperature, demonstrative of the dominant
relaxation via spin-rotation mechanism,25 irrespective of the
existence of Li+. This indicates that the distance between (1H)2O
and 7Li+ is far enough to interact magnetically each other. The
shortened T2 values by the Li+-coordination are consistent with
the observed signal broadening. The large T1–T2 gaps in
Li+3(H2O@1)n (n ¼ 1, 2) indicate the restricted motion of the
H2O molecules.14,26 Upon assuming the spin-rotation mecha-
nism as the sole contribution to the 1H relaxation,27 angular
momentum correlation times sJ (330 K) were obtained to be less
than 1 ps, showing close resemblance to the dynamic behavior
of supercritical water.28 Considering the Arrhenius-type thermal
activation process,29 the rotational barriers of the H2O
Fig. 7 (a) 1H NMR spectrum (500 MHz, ODCB-d4), (b) temperature
dependence of relaxation times (errors less than 5%), and (c) Arrhenius
plots (ln 1/T1 vs. 1/T) of H2O@1with 20 equiv. of Li+[B(C6F5)3]

�$2.5Et2O
(800 MHz, ODCB-d4).

12432 | Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 12428–12435
molecules were experimentally determined to be 0.88 � 0.13 for
H2O@1, 1.44 � 0.03 for Li+3(H2O@1), and 1.41 �
0.09 kcal mol�1 for Li+3(H2O@1)2, respectively (Fig. 3c).

Since the dynamic behavior of water inside hydrophobic
subnanospace is explainable by the different interaction strength
between water and the wall,30 electrostatic potential elds inside 1
and (Li+31)[B(C6F5)4]

� were computed at the MP2/6-31G(d,p)//
M06-2X/6-31G(d,p) level of theory. As drawn in Fig. 8a, the
inner potential surface of 1 seems to be neutral. A partial negative
charge nearby the orice has negligible perturbation toward the
rotational motion of H2O since the H-bonded conformation (O/
O distance: 3.33 Å)14,31 is suggested to be thermodynamically
unfavorable by DG +1.07 kcal mol�1 relative to non-bonded one
(3.77 Å) (Fig. 8 and S10†). The Li+-coordination causes a signi-
cant change in the potential eld: delocalization of the cationic
charge both inside and outside the p-framework, rendering the
water orientation at the center of the cage to maximize enthalpy
gain via the electrostatic interaction. Considering the stabiliza-
tion energies DGwater given by the H2O-encapsulation, (Li

+31)
[B(C6F5)4]

� has a larger energetic gain byDDGwater 0.77 kcalmol�1

compared with 1. This is comparable to the observed difference
in rotational barriers (DEa 0.56 kcal mol�1). Thus, the rotational
motion of the H2O molecules in 1 and Li+31 is regarded to be
governed by the van der Waals and electrostatic interactions,
respectively.
Fig. 8 (a) Electrostatic potential maps inside 1 and (Li+31)[B(C6F5)4]
�

(MP2/6-31G(d,p)//M06-2X/6-31G(d,p)). (b) Global minimum struc-
tures of H2O@1 and (Li+3H2O@1)[B(C6F5)4]

� (M06-2X/6-31G(d,p),
298 K).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020



Fig. 9 Plausible mechanism.
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Li+[B(C6F5)4]
�-mediated dehydroxyhydrogenation under high

pressure

Subsequently, we turned our focus to high-pressure effect on the
complexation of 1 with Li+. Initially, we expected either precipi-
tation of (Li+3(1)2)[B(C6F5)4]

� by lowering its solubility under
high pressure conditions or formation of (Li+@1)[B(C6F5)4]

� as
stable salts. Hence, the solution of 1 and Li+[B(C6F5)4]

�$2.5Et2O in
ODCB was subjected to a pressure of 10 000 atm at 130 �C for 24 h
(Table 2). Aer the treatment, the crude mixture still maintained
homogeneity without precipitation, suggestive of negligible pres-
sure effect on the solubility of the lithium salt sandwiched with
two cage-opened C60 ligands. The

7Li NMR measurement of the
crude mixture conrmed no encapsulation of a Li+ ion inside 1.
Theoretical calculations suggested that the Li+-encapsulation is
thermodynamically unfavored (DG ¼ +26.0 kcal mol�1). Instead,
we found the formation of H2O@3 in which one of the hydroxy
groups in 1 was replaced with a hydrogen atom.13,32 Under these
conditions, a water molecule released from the bis(hemiketal)
moiety of 1was trapped inside the cavity of 2which was formed in
situ,15,33 thus affording H2O@1 and H2O@3 aer chromato-
graphic purication. Importantly, H2O@3 was not formed in the
absence of Li+[B(C6F5)4]

� (entry 1). By employing 0.2 equiv. of
Li+[B(C6F5)4]

�, H2O@3 was obtained in 6% isolated yield with an
occupation level of H2O being 96%. This indicates that the
conversion of 1 into 3 is kinetically less preferred relative to the
insertion of H2O into 2. By increasing the amount of Li+[B(C6-
F5)4]

�, the yield of H2O@3 was improved up to 34% with
a signicantly decreased occupation level of H2O from 96 to 75%
probably due to (i) the formation of lithium hydrates Li+(H2O)n,
(ii) prevented dehydration from 1 by the Li+-coordination onto 1,
or (iii) prevented H2O-insertion by the Li+-coordination onto 2
(entries 2–4). Contrastingly, the addition of the excessive amount
of water resulted in lowering yield of H2O@3 (17%) with an
elevated occupation level of H2O (88%) (entry 5). It should be
noted that this reaction did not proceed well under ambient
pressure (entry 6).
Table 2 Li+[B(C6F5)4]
�-mediated dehydroxyhydrogenation of 1

Entry Li+[B(C6F5)4]
� H2O H2O@3a

1 — Excess Not formed
2 0.2 equiv. — 6% (96%)
3 1.0 equiv. — 23% (94%)
4 10 equiv. — 34% (75%)
5 10 equiv. Excess 17% (88%)
6b 10 equiv. — Trace

a Isolated yields. Values in parentheses are encapsulation ratio of H2O
determined by 1H NMR. b Conducted under ambient pressure.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2020
Fig. 9 shows the proposedmechanism consisting of two steps.
Under high-pressure conditions, this reaction is considered to be
initiated with the homolytic cleavage of the C–B bond in
Li+[B(C6F5)4]

�,34 giving a radical anion of triarylborane, i.e.,
B(C6F5)3c

� which is a stable organic radical species owing to its
structure isoelectronic to triarylmethyl radicals.35 In solution,
however, B(C6F5)3c

� is known to decompose to furnish four-
coordinate borate species bearing a B–H bond such as
HB(C6F5)3

� via solvolytic radical reactions.36 The similar borate
species could be generated from Li+[B(C6F5)4]

� which is trans-
formed into B(C6F5)xR3�x via aryl migration followed by hydro-
lysis.37 The further hydride abstraction from solvents provides
[HB(C6F5)xR3�x]

�.38 The mass spectrometric analysis of the crude
mixture showed molecular ion peaks possibly assignable to
B(C6F5)3, B(C6F5)2OH, and B(C6F5)2OEt, supporting the partial
decomposition of Li+[B(C6F5)4]

�. In the second step, 1 will lose
a water molecule from its orice to afford 2. During this equi-
librium, the water molecule is encapsulated inside 2 which works
as a desiccant to prevent the decomposition of active borane and
borate species generated in the rst step. Tetraketo derivative 2
then undergoes single-electron transfer (SET) to provide a ketyl
radical complex (Li+32c�) which is eventually converted into 3 via
H-abstraction with an intramolecular nucleophilic addition.
Another possible route is commenced with the complexation of
Li+[HB(C6F5)xR3�x]

� on 2, followed by H-migration with an SN20-
type cyclization. In both these two pathways, Li+-coordination
would facilitate the bond polarization of the carbonyl group. This
reaction is, as a consequence, accompanied by the formation/
regeneration of three-coordinate boron compounds, i.e.,
B(C6F5)3 or B(C6F5)xR3�x, as observed experimentally.
Conclusions

In summary, we disclosed the solution dynamics of a fullerene-
based macrocyclic ligand 1 in the presence of a Li+ ion. The
NMR spectroscopy demonstrated the coordination of the Li+ ion
to the diketo bis(hemiketal) moiety in 1 with 1 : 1 and 1 : 2
Chem. Sci., 2020, 11, 12428–12435 | 12433
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stoichiometries which were identied with the association
constants of K1 ¼ 8.9� 106 M�1 (Li+31) and K2 ¼ 2.1� 103 M�1

(Li+3(1)2). The mass spectrometric analyses further suggested
the formation of the 1 : 2 complexes even for other alkali metal
ions including Na+, K+, Rb+, and Cs+, indicative of the exibility
of 1 as the Lewis basic ligand. Upon complexation of 1 with Li+,
intense absorption was induced in the visible region by intra-
and intermolecular CT transitions. Intriguingly, the Li+-coor-
dination caused major perturbations to the electrostatic
potential eld inside 1 from neutral to positive, which was
conrmed by the use of incarcerated H2O molecules as
magnetic probes, demonstrating the considerable restriction on
its rotational dynamics particularly at lower temperatures
accompanied by the increase of the T1 values. By exposure to
high-pressure conditions, complexes Li+3(1)n (n ¼ 1, 2) that
formed in situ underwent unprecedented dehydroxyhydroge-
nation to furnish 3 in a moderate yield. This reaction occurred
only under high pressure conditions in the presence of
Li+[B(C6F5)4]

�, in which B(C6F5)3c
� and [HB(C6F5)xR3�x]

� would
be actual active species. The characteristic association behavior
and reactivity of the fullerene-based macrocycles would poten-
tially provide utilities as metal sensors with tunable electronic
congurations, batteries with modiable ionic conductivities,
and polydentate bulky ligands in organic reactions, as well as
a guidepost for the long-awaited chemical synthesis of
metallofullerenes.
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